This paper presents a new algorithm for the reconstruction of intermediate views from a pair of still stereoscopic images. The algorithm is designed to address the issue of blur caused by linear ltering (averaging) often employed in such reconstruction. The proposed algorithm is block-based and to reconstruct the intermediate views employs non-linear disparity-compensated ltering via a winner-take-all strategy. The reconstructed image is modeled as a tiling by xedsize blocks coming from various positions (disparity compensation) of either the left or right images, while the tiling map itself is modeled by a binary decision eld. In addition to that, an observation model relating the left and right images via a disparity eld and a prior model (disparity smoothness) are used. All models are probabilistic and are combined into a maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) criterion. The intermediate intensities, disparities and the binary decision eld are estimated jointly using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. The new approach is compared experimentally on complex natural images with a reference block-based algorithm employing linear ltering. Although the improvements are very localized and often subtle, they demonstrate that a very high-quality intermediate view reconstruction for complex scenes is feasible.
I. Introduction S T ereoscopic images and video have been successfully used in medicine, remote guidance, computer aided design and entertainment 6], 14] for about a decade. Typically, such stereoscopic systems have been based on an analog image format substantially limiting their exibility. In recent years a signi cant e ort has been undertaken to migrate such systems to the more exible digital domain and subsequently to add new functionalities. One of the desirable functionalities is the \continuous look-around" with respect to 3-D data presented on the screen. In such applications as 3-D videoconferencing, natural interaction with conferees at the other end or with 3-D objects presented in the workspace is essential; by moving his/her head a user should be able to "see around" the conferees or 3-D objects 15], 18], 9]. This is equivalent to positioning a stereo camera in the 3-D scene in accordance with viewer motion in front of the monitor. In practice, a \virtual" camera is considered instead, and the challenge is to reconstruct output images of this camera (intermediate images) based on the knowledge of images coming from true cameras. This is shown in Fig. 1 ; based on images acquired by cameras C L and C R , virtual images from cameras C L+1 and C R+1 need to be computed if viewer head moves to the right. Similarly, images from cameras C L?1 and C R?1 must be found for viewer motion to the left. Whereas a signi cant lateral viewer motion may be needed in 3-D videoconferencing, a much smaller head travel is required for entertainment applications such as 3-D TV or 3-D multimedia.
Another desirable functionality in 3-D systems is the adjustment of the amount of \3D-ness" or parallax. Although sometimes viewer complaints of visual discomfort when watching 3-D images are due to reverse stereo (interchanged left and right images) or ghosting (seeing faint unintended image by each eye), it is the excessive parallax or \3D-ness" that is most often at fault. The excessive \3D-ness" of the recorded data is sometimes intentional (e.g., hyperstereo), however most often it results from improper stereo acquisition. Moreover, since the stereoscopic acuity of the human eye varies considerably between individuals 21], 3-D material acceptable for some viewers may cause a considerable discomfort for other viewers. Therefore, an adjustment of the strength of 3-D cues, primarily parallax, is needed. Such an adjustment can be performed if camera baseline B can be varied. This is shown in Fig. 1 again; computing images for virtual cameras C L+1 and C R?1 is equivalent to shortening the camera baseline and therefore results in the reduction of parallax in the corresponding stereo pair of images.
Currently, two types of methods in intermediate view reconstruction can be identi ed: methods based on 3-D modeling of the scene and methods based on 2-D image models and signal processing principles. The former methods derive from the eld of computer vision. In such methods, typically 3-D model parameters are estimated rst and then used to recover a virtual image from an arbitrarily-positioned camera 2], 12], 10]. Such methods are capable of handling large parallax, but due to the 3-D modeling involved, they work well for simple scenes only; for complex natural scenes these methods do not perform well. The other group of methods relies solely on 2-D image models and on signal processing principles; usually the disparity is estimated rst and then applied within disparity-compensated interpolation 20], 9]. Since such methods do not attempt to model the 3-D scene, they can handle small to medium parallax only, i.e., shots obtained by parallel or almost parallel cameras with small baseline and no close-ups. Although this scenario is incompatible with videoconferencing, it is very close to a typical entertainment application such as IMAX 3-D r or 3-D TV, where the camera baseline is similar to the human interocular distance. It is this type of reconstruction methods that we will consider in this paper.
Once the left-to-right image correspondence is established by means of disparity estimation, typically a disparity-compensated linear interpolation of intensity and color is performed from left and right images 20], 9], 18]. Since disparity estimation is an inverse problem, it is often ill-posed 1] and therefore a precise computation of disparities is very di cult. Subsequently, the use of imprecise disparities in a disparitycompensated linear interpolation often leads to blur of the reconstructed intensities since slightly misaligned patterns are averaged out. An alternative is to use a non-linear interpolation scheme, but since disparity estimation developed for linear interpolation is no more optimal in this case, it needs to be reformulated.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to the reconstruction (interpolation) of intermediate views that addresses the issue of interpolation blur and that combines the disparity estimation and the image reconstruction into one step. The basic constraint that we pose to eliminate the interpolation blur is that the value of the interpolated intensity/color be allowed to originate from either the left or the right image, thus resulting in a \winner-take-all" strategy. We assume an almost parallel camera geometry, i.e., the disparity is a 2-D vector with a small vertical component, which is a close approximation for stereoscopic data used in entertainment applications. Moreover, the disparity is considered to be constant over a block and similar among neighboring blocks. The above assumptions are combined in a Bayesian formulation and solved via the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimation. The algorithm has been tested on natural stereoscopic color images and compared with a block-based approach that performs disparity-compensated linear interpolation. A simpli ed version of the algorithm presented here, involving strictly epipolar camera geometry (1-D disparities) and coarse quantization of disparities, was described in our previous work 17].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II the framework of the problem is outlined. In Section III models used are presented, while in Section IV the estimation procedure is described. In Section V details of the reference algorithm are given while in Section VI the experimental results are discussed. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VII. II. Framework A. The problem of intermediate view reconstruction
Throughout the paper, we assume an almost parallel camera setup -the most likely scenario in entertainment applications such as the 3-D TV. Consequently, the parallax and the disparity are expected to have a small vertical component. However, should the source images originate from highly convergent cameras, image recti cation 19] could be applied prior to any processing. Such a recti cation re-projects images onto one image plane thus permitting the use of parallel camera geometry (no vertical disparities).
In a parallel camera setup, two identical cameras with image plane's x and y axes parallel to the world X and Y axes are used (Fig. 2) . Assume that both cameras have their image planes on the world Z = 0 plane, that their focal points are on the world Z = ?1 plane, and that their image plane coordinate origins are on the world X axis: the origin of the left camera at X = 0, and that of the right camera at X = 1. In other words, the right camera is related to the left camera by a positive unit translation along the image (and world) x axis.
We consider an almost parallel camera setup to be the same as the one in Fig. 2 except that both image planes are slightly rotated towards each other (typically, at most 1-2 degrees) thus inducing a small vertical parallax (typically, no more that 2-3 image lines at image extremities). Intermediate view reconstruction is inherently ill-posed: a solution is often non-unique or is sensitive to intensity changes, or even may not exist 1]. For example, changes in viewing position cause multiple regions to be uncovered or occluded, especially at object boundaries and on object surfaces with pronounced concavities.
As a result, numerous intermediate views J could possibly correspond to the same pair (I L ; I R ) of left and right images and hence the inverse problem, that of going from (I L ; I R ) to J is not well-posed. To alleviate this and to make the problem well-posed, it is necessary to reduce the class on which estimation is performed. In an energy-minimization framework, this corresponds to regularization, while in a probabilistic framework it corresponds to imposing priors on the unknowns to be estimated.
To solve the problem of intermediate view reconstruction, we adopt a probabilistic framework. In particular, we maximize the a posteriori probability (MAP) of the intermediate view J given the observed image pair (I L ; I R ). In other words, we strive to maximize P (J=I L ; I R ) with respect to J, which, by Bayes' rule, is equivalent to maximizing P (I L ; I R =J) P (J). The exact form of the likelihood P (I L ; I R =J) and of the prior P (J) used will be dictated by the probability models that will be adopted below, tying the observations I L and I R to the unknown J to be estimated. Additional variables will be introduced in the course of modeling, such as a disparity eld, to account for certain properties of the observed images. The MAP estimation will be done jointly for the intermediate view J and for these new variables.
III. Models
We assume that the observed images I L and I R as well as the intermediate image J are scalar or vector functions de ned on f0; : : : ; M 1 ? 1g f0; : : : ; M 2 ? 1g; most often the scalar case would correspond to black-and-white images, whereas the vector case { to color images.
As for the camera geometry, let's consider the parallel geometry rst; the image planes of the left and right cameras are related by a translation along their x axis, as shown in In the case of a non-parallel camera geometry, the two image planes are rotated towards each other with two major consequences. First, the disparity d is no more a strictly horizontal vector. Secondly, the linear relationships (1) do not hold any more; the position of the homologous point p is a complicated, non-linear function of disparity d and also depends on the horizontal position of the 3-D point P 4]. However, if the convergence angle between the two cameras is very small (almost parallel cameras), i.e., no more than 1 degree, then we can assume that this non-linear relationship simpli es to the linear one expressed by (1) 4]. At the same time, although the vertical component of disparity is small, it is non-negligible; a vertical disparity of even 2-3 image lines cannot be ignored in images with strong horizontal features (i.e., man-made objects). It is exactly for this reason the we assume the linear relationship (1) but operating on 2-D disparities
Since, as already mentioned, our goal is to reconstruct J locally from either I L or I R , we selected a square block as the unit where the local decision is to be made; this block cannot be too small (e.g., a pixel) if the decision is to be reliable. Thus, we assume the domain of J is uniformly subdivided into N=N 1 N 2 nonoverlapping square blocks B i (i = 1; : : : ; N) of size b b; there are N 1 blocks horizontally and N 2 vertically. Each block B i is thus a set of b 2 image points. Our fundamental assumptions, upon which the models will be based, are:
1. block B i in image J is reconstructed based on the data in either I L or in I R , 2. all pixels in block B i in image J have the same disparity d, 3 . neighboring blocks in image J have similar disparity d.
The validity of the last two assumptions depends on the block size b as well as the nature of the stereoscopic pair of images. Based on the above assumptions, we will derive the image models that will identify the likelihood and the prior of the MAP formulation. is binary, this can be written more compactly as
To combine the conditional probabilities (2) of individual blocks into the overall probability of the whole 
B. Observation Model
The observation model relates the intensities (and/or color) of the left image to those of the right image via the disparity eld d. The usual underlying assumption exploited here is that the homologous points (i.e., image points originating from the same 3-D point) have the same characteristics; in our case, the same intensity and/or color. We allow a small departure from this model due to camera noise, aliasing e ects, etc.
Let f i g N i=1 be a family of zero-mean Gaussian white noise processes with variance 
Note that above we assume the observation model (4) is independent of the decision variables fV i g, i.e., constancy of intensity holds along the disparity vector regardless of where the reconstructed block comes from.
By constraining the disparity, this model will allow us to solve for the total disparity d at each block and thus solve for the left and right disparities (d L , d R ).
C. Prior Models
A strong prior on image disparities has already been \hardwired" by assigning the same disparity value to every pixel of an image block. We go one step further and impose a probability prior on the disparity eld fd i g N 1 ; we assume that this eld, as a function of block index i, is piecewise constant. This model builds a coarse approximation of the 3-D world by favoring a local constancy of depth within the neighboring blocks.
We choose a prior partly similar to the prior on boundary length that has been introduced for image segmentation by Leclerc 13 (6) where N(i) is the block neighborhood of the block B i and C is a normalizing constant. We de ne as follows: (x) equals 1 if x = 0 and equals 0 if x 6 = 0. The quadratic term in d y i is a prior enforcing vertical disparity to remain small (almost parallel cameras). The remaining terms are approximately equivalent to expressing the minimum description length of the eld fd i g as proportional to the number of di ering adjacent d i 's (\boundaries").
We pose no constraint on V i other than that of being binary; the a priori probability for V i is uniform.
Also, no smoothness constraint is imposed on the reconstructed image J. 
The second term derives from the observation model (5) We minimize the new energy function E by continuation, as ! 0.
B. MAP estimation
The unknown variables to be estimated are both real and binary. As a result, standard gradient descent cannot be performed over E with respect to all the variables to be estimated. In order to remedy this, one could treat the binary variables as continuous, after having added a bias term to E that will con ne them to the interval 0; 1] during gradient descent 7], 8]. A simpler approach, which we will adopt here, is to consider the Gibbs distribution associated with the energy function E . Up to a scaling factor (the temperature of the Gibbs distribution), E is the negative log-likelihood of its associated Gibbs distribution. Hence, minimization of E is equivalent to maximization of the Gibbs distribution. The latter is performed via the EM algorithm which is guaranteed, under mild conditions, to converge to a local maximum of the likelihood function 3]. In order to nd the global minimum of E , continuation is performed on the temperature of the Gibbs distribution, and the solutions of successive EM computations are tracked to the zero-temperature limit. At zero temperature, the Gibbs distribution will put unit mass on the set of states which correspond to the global minima of E . The Gibbs distribution at temperature T associated with the energy function E is 
is the joint probability of J; fd i g N 1 ; fV i g i6 =j given I L and I R , and that Viewing the V i as unobservable class labels, the EM algorithm consists of successive iterations that alternate between:
1. estimation of the mean V i of each binary variable V i , and 2. maximization of the log likelihood with respect to the remaining (continuous) parameters J and d i .
Since the V i are binary, the mean V i is equal to the probability After the di erentiation and rearrangement of terms, these conditions can be re-written in the following form: The equation (12) is a simple block-wise averaging with coe cients V i and 1 ? V i ; J is a convex sum of the restrictions of I L and I R to particular blocks. In the zero-temperature limit, as the means V i tend to 0 or 1, J becomes a \patchwork" of selected parts of I L and of I R . The d i are iteratively computed from the remaining equations using gradient descent; equation (13) is solved for d x i whereas equation (14) is solved for d y i . Note the additional term Kd y i in equation (14) that embodies the constraint on the magnitude of the vertical component of disparity.
The complete minimization algorithm can be summarized as follows. Let ( n ; T n ) be a sequence, with the second component monotonically decreasing in n, such that lim n!1 n = lim n!1 T n = 0 (the \annealing schedule" for deterministic annealing). Assume that at iteration r of the EM algorithm, we have estimates fV r i g N 1 , J r , and fd r i g N 1 . At iteration, r + 1, we update these estimates as follows: 
and d r+1 i is the solution d i to equations (13) and (14) Instead of using a multi-resolution top-down approach, we opted for a coarse but reliable initial estimate provided by 3 iterations of an exhaustive-search block matching algorithm with decreasing block size. We used a quadratic cost function and full-pixel precision; no intensity interpolation was required thus making the algorithm very fast. We assured robustness of the algorithm in presence of large disparities by using large blocks (64 16 pixels) and suitable disparity range ((-35:35) (-4:4) pixels). Disparity estimates thus computed were used as initial estimates for block matching at reduced block size (32 16) and range ((-15:15) (-2:2)); the new state space was centered around the previous-iteration estimate. The procedure was repeated for 16 16 blocks with range (-10:10) (-1:1). The resulting block disparity estimates were used as the initial eld fd 0 i g N 1 both for the new algorithm and for the reference algorithm described below.
V. The reference algorithm
We compare the proposed algorithm with a block-based algorithm often used for intermediate view reconstruction. For example, an advanced algorithm accounting for occlusions yet based on linear interpolation is currently under development within the RACE-PANORAMA project of the European Community 9], 18].
The disparity-compensated linear interpolation of the reference algorithm is implemented as follows p ? (1 ? )d i ) ; 8p 2 B i ; i = 1; :::; N: (17) The reconstructed image intensity J(p) is thus a linear combination of suitable disparity-compensated left and right intensities. The disparities are computed using exhaustive-search block matching over 16 16 blocks and are initialized as described in Section IV-C; a reduced range (-5:5) (-1:1) is centered around the initial solution. This is, in principle, a repetition of the last iteration from the initialization procedure but performed at 1/4-pixel accuracy.
VI. Experimental results
The new algorithm described in this paper has been tested on several stereoscopic images. We include here the results for elds #0 from the \Train", \Piano" and \Tunnel" ITU-R 601 interlaced sequences (see Acknowledgments). All images shown have been vertically interpolated by a factor of 2 in order to preserve the aspect ratio.
Both the new and reference algorithms use 16 16 blocks and 1/4-pixel accuracy of disparities. The intensities at sub-pixel accuracy are computed by a separable cubic interpolator 11]. Since the proposed algorithm performs gradient descent with respect to disparities, each vector d i has, in principle, in nite precision ( oating-point). To carry out a fair comparison with the reference algorithm, a quantization of the estimated disparities to the precision of 1/4 pixel is performed; the reference algorithm uses exhaustive-search block matching at 1/4-pixel precision. The reconstructions are performed on full-color images, thus k=3 (Section III-A), and =0.5. Fig. 4 shows the original stereo pair of the \Train" sequence. In this stereo pair, the background has very large disparity. This disparity gradually decreases towards zero at the railroad tracks in the center foreground (camera convergence plane). Although the cameras have not been parallel during the acquisition of these images, the convergence angle was very small (around 1.8 degree) thus inducing only a small vertical disparity. Fig. 5 .a shows the reconstruction of intermediate image at =0.5. We are not showing the full-frame reconstruction for the reference algorithm since in print it looks remarkably similar to the result from Fig. 5 .a. When inspected on a CRT monitor, however, the images di er locally. Overall, the new algorithm better reproduces detailed areas; perceptually this can be described as a \sharper" image. This has been observed on the slope of the hill in the background of the image, but unfortunately cannot be convincingly reproduced in print.
In addition to the improved sharpness, the view reconstructed by our algorithm does not su er from \ghosting" e ects which are the result of averaging image blocks using imprecise disparities. This can be seen in the two close-ups in Fig. 5 which show the detail of the gurine with a shing rod in the center-left (Figs. 5.b-c) and of the wagon's frame, in the lower center-right of the picture (Figs. 5.d-e) . The reconstruction based on simple block averaging (Fig. 5 .c) splits the shing rod in two due to the averaging of imperfectly aligned features. This is not the case with our proposed algorithm (Fig. 5.b) ; the shing rod is perfectly reconstructed and no \ghosting" e ects are present. Similarly, in Fig. 5 .e the simple block averaging method su ers from \ghosting" (white spot at the very edge of the wagon gets replicated in the background), while the winner-take-all algorithm does not ( Fig. 5.d ).
Unfortunately, a careful inspection of the enlargements will show that the new algorithm results in a slightly more visible block structure in the reconstructed images. This is due to the fact that neighboring blocks may originate from di erent images (left or right), thus, in case of intensity and/or color mismatch between those images, resulting in block structure visibility. The intensity and/or color mismatch between left and right images are serious enough to have been addressed in MPEG-2's Multi View Pro le (MVP) extension 5], 4]. From the compression point of view the mismatch reduces coding e ciency, while from the processing point of view it degrades the delity of disparity estimates. If the mismatch can be accurately modeled, then a correcting algorithm can be e ectively applied to eliminate such a mismatch. We have applied a spatially-constant model of gain and o set to all three image components (Y , U and V ) 16] but for all three images tested the accuracy of the model turned out to be insu cient; we are presently studying the mismatch e ects.
To demonstrate how the winner-take-all algorithm labels the individual blocks, we show in Fig. 6 the expected values f V i g of the decision variables after 100, 125 and 200 iterations ( nal), the latter being the nal result. The black blocks originate from the right image, whereas the light gray blocks come from the left image. The medium gray blocks are to be reconstructed from both left and right images (averaging). Note that rst only the image areas with strong features (e.g., top portions of rail cars, barrels) are assigned to either the left or the right image; other image areas are uncommitted (recall that the initial state for all f V i g is 1/2 or uncommitted). As the algorithm progresses (Fig. 6 .b) fewer and fewer blocks are uncommitted (only those in the background and on the uniform portions of the rail cars). Finally, the algorithm forces a binary decision in each block for nal reconstruction. There is no particular structure to the distribution of the nal decision variables. This is to be expected since no modeling of V i was attempted; the a priori distribution for V i was uniform. Fig. 7 shows the original stereo pair from the \Piano" sequence. Contrary to the \Train" sequence, this stereo pair has very small disparity. Fig. 8 shows the full-frame reconstruction for the proposed method and close-ups for both the proposed and reference algorithms.
The disparity is uniformly small throughout the \Piano" picture and this makes distortions from block-based averaging less visible. Nevertheless, they are present. When inspected on a CRT screen, the reconstructed images clearly di er in the area of pianist's shirt. The ne patterns of the fabric are reproduced with much more detail by the new algorithm; the image reconstructed by the reference algorithm is blurred and the ner patterns of the fabric are lost. Although it is di cult to convincingly show such e ects in print, we show them in Fig. 8 . Note the improved detail in the central diagonal gray area, and especially in the lower-left part of the enlargement and along the thin bright diagonal line (Figs. 8.b-c) ; the page should be inspected from the distance of about 40-50 cm. The improved detail is quite striking when inspected on a CRT screen. In addition to the improved sharpness, the new algorithm also o ers improvements at object boundaries by reducing blurring and ghosting. For example, Figs. 8.d-e show an enlargement of the boundary of pianist's left shoulder. Whereas, in Fig. 8 .e the shirt's edge is blurred and fuses with the leaves above, the winner-take-all result shows a better delineation of the boundary and of the leaves (Fig. 8.e) . Again, however, while striking on a CRT monitor, these e ects are barely visible in print.
As can be seen in Fig. 9 , the decision eld starts with uncommitted variables in the background and on the piano but then forces decisions on pianist's shirt and on bouquets; the nal decision eld has little structure except for pianist's shirt thus allowing blur-free reconstruction in that area.
Finally, for the sequence \Tunnel" (Fig. 10 ) the improvements are in the overall sharpness and the reconstruction of object boundaries. This can be seen in Fig. 11 ; whereas in Fig. 11 .c the vertical bar holding the pipes on the far end of the wagon has almost disappeared (there are two faint \ghosts") when averaging is used, it is well-reconstructed by the proposed algorithm. Again, however, image patchiness due to the intensity/color mismatch between the left and right images obscures those e ects to a certain degree. Also the opening of the concrete mixer (oval whole) is reconstructed precisely by the proposed algorithm ( Fig. 11.d) whereas it is quite distorted in the reference reconstruction (Fig. 11.e) . The decision elds are shown in Fig.12 and again only the uniform parts of the slope are initially uncommitted.
For more experimental results, especially concerning a simpli ed algorithm, the reader is referred to our earlier work 17].
VII. Conclusions
We have described a novel method for intermediate view reconstruction based on a winner-take-all strategy that eliminates blurring and \ghosting" in the reconstructed images. The resulting intermediate views are of high visual quality and thus the method may be of interest for high-quality 3-D applications. The method is involved computationally but due to the rst-order spatial dependence of disparities it is parallelizable on an SIMD architecture.
A shortcoming of the present implementation of the method is that applied to a video sequence on a frameby-frame basis it results in a visible block distortion in those image areas where decision variables change in time. Since in a typical natural-scene video sequence there is a strong temporal continuity, one could imagine an extension to a spatio-temporal algorithm in which decision variables would be temporally constrained. The complexity would be even higher in this case and this problem would be further compounded when intermediate view position ( ) were to vary continuously since a continuity constraint on the decision map would have to be imposed -wise. Nevertheless, current results are encouraging and we are currently looking at extensions as well as alternative approaches to high-quality intermediate view reconstruction.
It is important to realize that the theoretical framework presented in this paper in the context of disparities and stereoscopic images is applicable to motion and monoscopic image sequences as well. The proposed formulation can be easily adapted to perform motion-compensated non-linear interpolation of individual frames in an image sequence. Although frame rate conversion may prove di cult with this method, computation of high-resolution still images from a video sequence is certainly feasible. Additionally, the method would not su er from block visibility since with only one camera no intensity/color mismatch would be present. 
